Example: Periodical Article

Author(s). “Title of Source.” Publication Title, Volume, Issue, Date of Publication, Page(s), Database, URL.


db29.linccweb.org/login?url=http://go.galegroup.com.db29.linccweb.org/ps/i.do?id=GALE%7CA458724838&v=2.1&u=lincclin_vcc&it=r&p=PPPM&sw=w&asid=14f458cbffcac35c63075810dc8f5d

First in-text citation: Sam Jones explains “text of quotation” (150).
Subsequent citations: Jones describes “text of quotation” (150).

OR
"Text of quotation” (Jones 150).

Example: Periodical Article – No Author

“Title of Source.” Publication Title, Volume, Issue, Date of Publication, Page(s), Database, URL.


db29.linccweb.org/login?url=http://go.galegroup.com.db29.linccweb.org/ps/i.do?id=GALE%7CA251459687&v=2.1&u=lincclin_vcc&it=r&p=PPPM&sw=w&asid=45c14146f925060fa39b5a653c649

In-text citation: "Text of quotation" (“Plan a Perfect” 26).

* The date of access is optional; however, it is commonly used. When using optional elements, refer to your assignment or course guidelines or preferences expressed by your professor.